Verity Touch with Controller
Electronic Voting with Centralized Management

The only all-new DRE
Designed for: Early Voting | Election Day | Vote Centers
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Election administration simpliﬁed

Verity Touch with Controller — a one-ofa-kind DRE model, trusted since 2002
Unique, proven model
Since Hart introduced our unique controller model for centrally
lly
ts on
managed DRE voting, millions of voters have cast their ballots
Hart DRE devices. Verity builds on our ﬁrst-generation solution
on to
ally.
bring even more ﬂexibility and efﬁciency to voting electronically.

How it works
Verity Controller provides centralized command and control of up
to 12 connected Verity Touch DRE voting terminals.

Ease and efﬁciency in the polling place
ce
1. Open polls on all terminals from a single console.
2. Easily monitor the status of each voting booth.
3. No need to escort the voters to the booths.
4. Close polls on all devices at once.
5. Report totals for all devices in just one step.

“The beneﬁts of Hart’s polling place controller model are enormous.
Our poll workers will no longer be required to administer every voting
device separately for every election. This will reduce risk, reduce
errors, and increase efﬁciency in getting our election night results.”
– Vicki Shelly, Elections Administrator, San Jacinto County, Texas
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Easy.

Versatile.

Trustworthy.

Ideal Solution for Convenience Voting
Vote centers and early voting are convenient for voters and efﬁcient for election administrators.
With Verity, you get:

•
•
•

Easy management of hundreds of ballot styles
Flexible setup for best trafﬁc ﬂow
Fast, secure results reporting
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Easy to use

Voters
Conﬁdent voting
Marking accurate choices is quick and easy with intuitive
navigation and plain-language instructions.
Flexible settings for voter ease
The voter can change the language, text size and screen
contrast at any time during the voting process.
Accessible independence for all voters
A lightweight, detachable tablet accommodates anywhere
voting. And the Verity Access audio tactile interface (ATI)
provides audio ballots with volume and speed controls,
adaptive device compatibility, and Braille.

Election Managers
Centralized management — fast and easy
Connect up to 12 Verity Touch units with Verity Controller,
and monitor the status of every unit from a central console.
Open and close polls on all devices at once. Report
totals in just one step – no need to gather data from each
individual machine.
Streamlined workﬂows
Even provisional ballots are electronic – no separate ballots
to manage.
Protection for cast vote records
Cast votes are stored in three physically separate locations.
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Poll Workers
Simple transport and setup
Compact and lightweight, Verity Touch
travels easily in ordinary vehicles and is
easy to set up at the polling place.

Easy to learn and use
Simple, plain-language onscreen
instructions make learning Verity easy.

Automated ballot style assignment
Assign the correct ballot style for every
voter, using Verity’s AutoBallot option –
it integrates with almost any electronic
poll book.

Faster election results
Election Night tasks are completed earlier,
so results are ready in a hurry.

Only Verity uses AIGA Design for Democracy templates;
its plain language interface is the easiest to use.
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Small footprint

Warehouse
Shrinks storage space requirements
Compact, stackable units minimize the warehouse footprint.
Reduces warehouse labor to a fraction
No need to conﬁgure every individual voting device for every
election. Conﬁgure just one device - Verity Controller – for
each polling place.
Easy delivery
Verity Touch’s compact size and light weight mean minimal
manpower and muscle are needed for delivery.
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The ONLY all-new, centrally managed DRE
Built on the best features of Hart’s acclaimed eSlate® – and 10+ years
smarter – Verity Touch with Controller streamlines electronic voting.

Versatile for long-term value
Verity Touch with Controller easily
manages hundreds of ballot styles,
so you can use it in a variety of voting
scenarios. And if your needs change,
Verity is right there with you.

Lower total cost of ownership
Compact size saves storage space
and reduces transportation costs.
Easy setup at the polling place means
lower stafﬁng costs. And Verity Touch
with Controller requires very little
maintenance.

Built to last

VERITY

®

The Future of Elections

Early in its lifecycle with a robust
new supply chain, Verity Touch with
Controller promises many, many years
of cost-effective service.

Hart InterCivic is a full service elections solutions innovator,
partnering with state and local governments to deliver
secure, accurate and reliable elections.
©2017 Hart InterCivic, Inc. Hart InterCivic and Verity are
registered trademarks of Hart InterCivic. All rights reserved.

This brochure contains marketing information that describes the functional capabilities
of Verity products, and is not intended to represent speciﬁc implementations for your
locale. State- and/or jurisdiction-speciﬁc requirements may affect how the products are
permitted to be implemented and used.

